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Abstract

Background: Coronectomy has become an increasingly prescribed surgical treatment for mandibular third molars deemed to pose a risk to the inferior dental nerve. The retention of the roots can have subsequent potential for root retrieval in the future if symptoms are reported. The long term outcome and symptoms leading to coronectomy root retrieval have not been well documented or studied which has understandably led to hesitation by some clinicians offering the procedure. The current series assesses the patients who have undergone root retrieval and their reported indication for removal as well as the histopathological status of the removed roots.

Method: A total of 92 coronectomy root retrievals were carried out at Guy’s Dental Hospital and included in this analysis. Data was collected retrospectively from patient
records regarding; patient symptoms, clinical and radiographic findings, function of the inferior dental nerve (IDN) and histological results.

**Results:** The mean age of patients in the study group was 31.6 years (range 19-70), with a female to male ratio of 62:18 (77.5% female). The mean time to the second surgery for root retrieval was 17.0 months. In 'successfully' performed coronectomies, 75.3% (n=61/81) of root pulps histopathologically appeared vital. Mucosal tenderness (39/81, 48.1%) was the most common symptom leading to root retrieval.

**Conclusion:** Root retrieval following coronectomy should be based on sound clinical and radiographic examination. Where obvious indications are present such as an unhealed socket due to retained enamel or soft tissue infection following eruption of the roots, then retrieval should be performed with confidence in resolution. However, if the coronectomy root appears an unlikely culprit, then the clinician should consider and investigate alternative diagnoses such as over erupted upper third molars causing trauma, temporomandibular dysfunction and the dental status of the adjacent tooth as potential causes of symptoms.
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**Introduction**

Coronectomy, or intentional partial odontectomy, is a procedure aimed at reducing the risk of inferior dental nerve (IDN) injury commonly associated with mandibular third molar (M3M) surgery (1, 2). It is beginning to gain popularity in clinical practice with an increasing body of evidence to support its efficacy (3-5) as well as increasing levels of litigation (6-8) creating a partial element of defensive dentistry.

A major concern of coronectomy is the lack of long-term evidence on the outcome of the retained roots. It is accepted that root migration occurs in the vast majority of cases. However, very few appear to penetrate the mucosa and the decision to retrieve the retained roots is multifactorial and is based on clinical, radiographic and patient factors. To correctly diagnose when root retrieval is indicated, a detailed understanding of these factors is required. In this case series we analyse these factors along with the histopathological status of the retrieved root, to allow for a better understanding of the symptoms that patients may present with post-coronectomy.

**Method**

Data was collected retrospectively from patients attending the Oral Surgery department at Guy’s Dental Hospital, London. A total of 92 teeth, from 80 patients, were identified and consecutively collected between September 2011 and September 2016 (5 years).

All patients, except one, had their coronectomy procedure performed in our department. The original coronectomy procedures were carried out by different
clinicians within the department following the surgical protocols outlined by Gleeson et al (9). Following coronectomy, patients were either under review within the department or re-referred by their general dental practitioner with symptoms thought to be arising from the retained root. Following clinical and radiographic examination, if root retrieval was planned, patients were scheduled for surgery via the most appropriate anaesthetic method (local anaesthesia, local anaesthesia & intravenous sedation, general anaesthesia). All roots were retrieved via a standard approach of a buccal muco-perisoteal flap, bone removal if required, followed by elevation of the roots, wound toilet and closure with resorbable sutures. Post-operative antibiotics were provided only if the surgical site was infected at the time of the surgery (amoxicillin 500mg tds or metronidazole 400mg tds for those who there were penicillin allergic for 5 days). All patients were given review appointments at 4 weeks to check healing and resolution of symptoms. The retrieved roots were fixed in 10% (v/v) buffered formal saline for 48 hours then longitudinally hemisected using a diamond band saw, and decalcified in 10% (v/v) buffered formic acid. Where orientation was equivocal, roots were submitted whole for decalcification. Blocks of decalcified tissue were processed and embedded in paraffin wax. Whole decalcified roots were embedded en face. Sections of 5 µm were cut and mounted on slides coated with poly-l-lysine. They were deparaffinised in xylene, dehydrated in 100% (v/v) industrial methylated spirit, and rinsed in running tap water. All sections were routinely stained with haematoxylin and eosin and submitted for routine microscopy. Serial step sections were undertaken if the entire length of the root canal was not included in the plane of the index section.

Information was collected from patient records regarding reported symptoms, clinical and radiographic findings, function of the inferior dental nerve (IDN) and histological results to determine the most common indications for retrieval of coronectomy roots and to determine if errors in the original diagnosis or other factors could have contributed to the patient’s symptoms.

Results

A total of 92 coronectomy roots were retrieved from 80 patients. All cases involved were mandibular third molars. The mean age of patients in this review was 31.6 years (range 19-70), with a female to male ratio of 62:18 (77.5% female) and a 1:1 ratio of left to right molars. The ratio for the angulation of teeth at original presentation is shown in Figure 1.

Cone beam CT (CBCT) was required in 15.2% (n=14/92) where plain radiography of the retained root suggested a close proximity to the IDN. 77.2% (n=71/92) of residual roots were deemed to be clear of the IDN at the time of retrieval and therefore did not require a CBCT. The mean time to the second surgery for root retrieval was 17.0 months (range 1-90). Figure 2 shows a more detailed breakdown of the time from coronectomy to root retrieval.

The cohort was split into 2 distinct groups of ‘successfully’ and ‘unsuccessfully’ performed coronectomy. The latter group consisted of those where retained enamel could be seen on the pre retrieval plain film or CBCT. Based on this categorization, 12.0% (n=11/92) of cases were found to have been performed unsuccessfully.
Figure 3 shows the documented diagnoses that resulted in the decision to plan for root retrieval.

All cases, except one, reported an improvement in their symptoms post-operatively and were either discharged or subsequently lost to follow up. The case that did not resolve following root retrieval was later found to have symptoms arising from an infected adjacent tooth.

Figures 4A and 4B shows a breakdown of the time frame post-coronectomy in which patients presented with each diagnosis. Figure 5 shows alternative diagnoses that may have contributed to symptoms at the time of root retrieval in the successfully performed coronectomy cohort based on the clinician’s records. These were not the primary diagnoses used as an indication for root retrieval and this group does not include unsuccessfully performed coronectomies. Of the cases with mucosal tenderness, 46.2% (n=18/39) presented with an unopposed over-erupted upper third molar tooth on the side of the coronectomy (51.3% female dominance). 56.4% (n=22/39) had signs and symptoms suggestive of temporomandibular dysfunction (TMD) or myofascial pain (77.3% female dominance), including non-specific pain in the jaw that was not localised to the surgical site. Only 17.9% (n=7/39) of cases with reported mucosal tenderness did not have signs or symptoms of TMD or an unopposed over-erupted upper third molar.

Radiographic root morphology assessment found 75% (n=69/92) of roots were straight or conical. Six asymptomatic roots were removed as part of an overall treatment plan due to the patients receiving a general anaesthetic for the ‘symptomatic’ opposing side. All of these roots had migrated away from the IDN and were deemed to be of very low risk and were retrieved successfully.

Table 1 summaries the histological findings of all the roots retrieved. In the ‘successfully performed’ coronectomies, 75.3% (n=61/81) of root pulps were found to be vital and uninflamed, 2.5% (n=2/81) were vital with features of pulpitis, 16.0% (n=13/81) were partially vital without peri-radicular inflammation, 5% (n=4/81) were partially vital with peri-radicular inflammation and 1.2% (n=1/81) were non-vital without peri-radicular inflammation. In the unsuccessful coronectomy group, 54.5% (n=6/11) of root pulps were found to be vital and uninflamed, 18.2% (n=2/11) were vital with signs of pulpitis and 27.3% (n=3/11) were non-vital without peri-radicular inflammation. Photomicrographic examples of uninflamed vital pulp, non-vital pulp and peri-radicular inflammation are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7.

Of all of the roots without a vital and healthy pulp, 64% (n=16/25) were found to be above the crestal alveolar bone level, as observed on the pre-root retrieval radiograph, whilst the remaining 36% (n=9/25) appeared to be covered by bone.

Discussion

In the last decade, coronectomy has gained popularity as a treatment option for mandibular third molars deemed to be in close proximity to the IDN. As part of consent, patients should be informed that the retained root may erupt and require removal. The reported incidence of root eruption is approximately 3% (5). Despite the increasing evidence for the value of coronectomy the clinical uptake is still
generally poor with one of the most commonly stated reasons being concern over long-term status of the retained root. It is widely accepted that retained roots are not necessarily a source of symptoms, with support in the literature showing that 11-20% of the population present with retained tooth roots during routine investigations (11-13). As coronectomy is performed on healthy teeth the retained roots should pose less of an issue than those from erupted teeth which are commonly related to a long-term pathological process associated with caries or an extra-coronal restoration.

Regardless of the surgeons’ personal prescription habits for coronectomy, as the procedure is performed more frequently, a better understanding is needed for when root retrieval is indicated. This case series analyses our findings from a large cohort of coronectomy root retrievals over a period of 5 years. The total number of coronectomy procedures carried out in this period within the department was approximately 1400. The number of patients who have presented in this period is not necessarily indicative of the actual incidence of root retrievals, as patients may have attended elsewhere to have the retained roots removed but it gives an overview of the most common issues.

Indications for root retrieval

Within this cohort, patients presented with a wide range of signs and symptoms that subsequently led to root retrieval. Routine indications for removal of any retained roots is often due to pain, inflammation, trauma of the surrounding soft tissue or infection and within this series coronectomy roots also presented with the same issues. Identifying if the coronectomy root is the cause of the presenting symptoms is important to prevent unnecessary root retrieval. In certain situations this is straightforward, for example, when the roots had become partially erupted, reflecting the patient’s reported symptoms of food trapping and mucosal tenderness. The ideal option is root retrieval. However, if this is deemed to place the IDN at risk of injury then a re-operation for further root reduction may be considered. In most cases the consequential root migration is seen as advantageous due to the roots moving away from IDN and so re-operation for further reduction is a rare event. In a small sub-cohort of patients, a pragmatic approach was undertaken to avoid a potential second re-operation under a general anaesthetic by removing asymptomatic and low risk coronectomy roots on the contralateral side uneventfully.

The most commonly reported symptom leading to root retrieval was mucosal tenderness, which in the absence of other clinical signs is a vague symptom. Migrating roots can be seen radiographically at crest without clinical signs of having breached the mucosa, however, this could be a cause of mucosal tenderness as the roots are superficially below a thin layer of mucosa. A clear trend can be seen in Figure 4A which shows an increasing incidence of mucosal tenderness related to time since operation, which would be expected due to migration. Mucosal tenderness with apparent lack of exposed root could occur where parts of the root surface may not be completely smooth and an area is prominent causing a micro-perforation. Such areas tend to particularly occur in disto-angular teeth on the mesi-lingual aspect where direct vision for smoothing can be compromised.

Post-operative infection due to the retained root is a reported major concern following coronectomy. To date, there is no evidence to show an increased risk of
post-operative infection following coronectomy when compared to third molar extraction. Unfortunately, a presenting infection following coronectomy is often ‘blamed’ on the retained root when it is most likely to be a surgical site infection. Within this series, two cases (2.2%) presented with a facial swelling within one week of the coronectomy procedure. Subsequently, root retrieval was undertaken with the surgical site left open for drainage. Oral antibiotics were prescribed and both roots were sent for histopathological assessment and were found to have vital pulps making surgical site infection the most likely cause. Of note, both cases had signs of an acute infection associated with the third molar on the day of the surgery. The surgical protocol within the department does not call for the prescription of routine post-operative antibiotics due to the lack of evidence for their efficacy. However, in the presence of any signs indicative of a peri-operative acute infection, it is recommended that antibiotics are prescribed or the treatment delayed until the infection has been resolved.

A retrospective scrutiny of indications for root retrieval under the ‘mucosal tenderness’ category where the roots were radiographically beneath crestal bone was performed to determine if an alternative diagnosis could be responsible for the reported symptoms. Possibilities included pulpitis of the retained root, over eruption of the opposing tooth, myofascial pain related to TMD and pulpitis or apical periodontitis in adjacent teeth. Pulpitis may lead to symptoms from the retained root which often causes poorly localised episodic pain. Its occurrence in an unerupted root with no communication with the oral cavity could be related to acute trauma to the healthy pulp from the procedure itself, a dry socket or from the medicaments used to treat this, as highlighted in a case by Patel et al (10). Post-coronectomy, the retained root is normally covered by a blood clot and the sutured oral mucosa provides a good environment for neo-vascularisation and pulpal protection. In contrast, it has been reported that up to 9% of teeth lose their vitality following an extra-coronal restoration (14) with the most likely cause being microbial threat to the pulp from the oral flora (15).

Over-eruption of the unopposed upper third molar, which can be easily assessed both clinically and radiographically (Figure 8), may cause direct mucosal trauma over the coronectomy site. In such a situation it would be wise to extract the upper third molar before considering root retrieval.

TMD is a common condition affecting a reported 26% of the general population in the UK (16), with some evidence of it developing following third molar surgery (17). The incidence of TMD is higher in females who are also more likely to present themselves for third molar treatment (18). When there are vague symptoms of ‘jaw pain’ post-coronectomy, TMD could be a reasonable differential diagnosis to consider. This may have been a pre-existing condition, a simultaneous occurrence or secondary to the third molar surgery. Patel et al (10) series highlighted that the initial diagnosis prior to coronectomy may have been incorrect with TMD being the most likely alternative. Interestingly however, all patients except one reported symptom resolution post root retrieval or were lost to follow up suggesting resolution making TMD less likely.

Surgical technique
The specific surgical techniques for coronectomy have been well documented (2, 9, 19). The procedure is technique sensitive and if meticulous care is not taken then failure is more likely. It is essential for the retained root surface to be reduced at least 3mm below the crestal bone level, with no retained enamel. Studies have shown that root migration occurs at a level of between 3.4mm at 6 months to 4mm at 24 months (20) and that this rate is highest within the first 6 months (21). Hence the recommendation of a minimum root reduction of 3mm below the crestal bone height is to compensate for the expected average subsequent migration in the short-term post-coronectomy, as well as providing enough space for the roots to clear the IDN if eruption occurs. Reduction below this height will also allow for an osteodentine bridge formation. If root reduction is less than 3mm or in individual cases where there has been rapid migration leading to eruption, there is a higher risk of the roots becoming partially erupted leaving them exposed to the oral flora and bacteria. This may in turn increase the risk of developing pulpitis or loss of vitality of the pulp.

Another technique sensitive part of the coronectomy procedure is the decoronation. The suggested technique varies however, the most common technique involves a partial section with a rotary handpiece and completed by decoronating with an elevator. An inadequate cut, excessive force, or both, can lead to undesirable luxation forces on the root which may cause a disturbance in the cementum and contribute to increased migration of roots (10, 22), or worse still mobilise the roots requiring peri-operative retrieval. The pulpal status of potentially luxated coronectomy roots remains unknown but may explain why patients occasionally report symptoms when radiographically the root appears disease free and deeply buried. In a similar way erupted teeth affected by traumatic luxation injuries including displacement are not always immediately rendered non-vital. Based on this, if pulps are able to survive in such severe impact trauma then in comparison, elective and controlled luxation should lower the risk of pulpal devitalisation.

Thermal damage to the pulp is also a potential factor that might be significant during decoronation. Temperatures above 42.5°C can cause irreversible damage to the pulp (15) and it has been reported that a surgical drill at 20,000RPM, even with copious irrigation, can reach temperatures of 89°C within 0.5mm of the drill hole (23). This could be significant in coronectomy as the decoronation and root face smoothing are all completed with a handpiece directly contacting the pulp. Hence during peri- and post-decoronation, it is likely that there is thermal stress to the pulp and if this does not resolve, it could progress to irreversible pulp damage and subsequent periapical inflammation. Radiographically this should present with apical radiolucency, which was not apparent in our series. It is important to consider this when performing the procedure and to try to reduce the thermal impact by adequate cooling of the drill and an incremental cutting approach to ensure the tip of the bur is irrigated.

Finally, the surgical site should be closed primarily and tension-free to stabilise the blood clot and protect the root from the oral environment. Where there is alveolar osteitis ‘excessive’ packing and dressing with Alveogyl™ (Septodont, Maidstone,UK) can cause wound breakdown (10) exposing the root to ingress of bacteria which places it at risk (24).

Root pulp vitality
This series shows that 75.3% of pulps remained vital in a ‘successful’ coronectomy and this was reduced to 54.5% in an ‘unsuccessful’ coronectomy. This may be explained by the retained enamel exposing the pulp to the oral flora. When both groups were combined including those with signs of an inflamed, partially vital (differing pulpal status in multi-rooted teeth, Figures 6 and 7) or non-vital pulps, 64% (16/25) of roots were found to be above the crestal bone level and hence able to communicate with the oral cavity.

The partial vitality of roots was an interesting finding and unfortunately at the macroscopic and microscopic stages it was impossible to determine the mesio-distal orientation of the tooth, however, it is conceivable that the pulp in one root has undergone pulpitis or pulpal death where it has become exposed to the oral flora while the other root remains buried (Figures 6 and 7). Our departmental coronectomy technique to avoid separating the roots by smoothing to the base of the pulp chamber leaving the roots joined by the pulpal floor dentine and with pulp retained individually in each root unconnected to one another. Even though pulpal exposure to the oral cavity has been postulated as a reason for pulpal death, this is not always the case as not all the unsuccessful coronectomy cases showed devitalisation. Patel et al (10) highlighted a case where a constantly stimulated pulp led to reactionary dentine formation to produce a protective barrier for the pulp.

Time frame of post-operative signs and symptoms

Analysis of the time frame for root retrieval in this series highlights two distinct phases for root retrieval (Figure 2). Root retrieval in the short term (within 1 year of coronectomy) is most commonly related to an ‘unsuccessful’ coronectomy with the retention of enamel and failure to heal. Any operation not performed correctly is open to failure and it appears that coronectomy is no different and sensitive to small operator errors including retention of enamel or excessive force in decoronation. Enamel retention is not exclusive to short-term failure and can to lead to pocketing and wound breakdown (Figure 4B), but this is usually within 5 years post-coronectomy. In contrast, root retrieval as a late consequence, more than 5 years post-coronectomy, appears to be most commonly related to migration.

The impact of root morphology and tooth angulation

Tooth eruption is thought to be driven via root formation and a bone remodelling process through osteogenesis and osteoclast-mediated remodelling (25) and it is likely these factors will have some involvement in the root migration and eruption process. Initially post-coronectomy, there is no coronal bone to be remodelled and so there is less resistance, which may in turn strengthen the role of other factors during root migration. 75% (n=69/92) of the retained roots that were retrieved were found to have non-complex root morphology (straight or conical root morphology without any curvatures or dilacerations) and this would appear to be a significant risk factor for roots that may require retrieval. Teeth with divergent or bulbous root form seem to be more resistant to eruption forces and more likely to remain submerged.

Additionally, the angulation of the tooth prior to coronectomy appears to have an impact on the incidence of retrieval. Vertically or mesially angulated mandibular third
molars were at most risk, whereas horizontally angulated teeth had the least incidence of retrievals. It appears that if a root can easily reach the surface the incidence of retrieval increases. Achieving ample root surface reduction below crestal bone in a fully erupted third molar is more difficult without separating the roots which is not generally recommended.

**Conclusion**

Coronectomy remains a useful treatment option for the management of mandibular third molars ‘at risk’ of IDN injury with a low incidence of roots requiring retrieval. Of the roots retrieved, there were no long term post-operative complications. With the likelihood of an increase in the number of coronectomies being carried out in the coming years, it is vital that clinicians are able to identify the signs and symptoms that may arise from the retained roots as well as those that may be related to other dental or jaw related diagnoses. A good history followed by clinical and radiographic examination is key in determining this. Our data suggests that after 5 years post-coronectomy, symptoms are unlikely to be related to pathological processes. Where the clinician doubts whether the coronectomy root is the potential cause of the reported symptoms, common alternative diagnoses to consider include TMD, over erupted and non-functional upper third molars causing trauma, and furthermore the vitality and dental status of the adjacent teeth should be investigated as appropriate.

**Limitations**

The authors recognise the limitations surrounding this series based on a retrospective analysis. However, this case series of coronectomy root retrievals is the largest cohort published in the literature and therefore provides some useful insight into a growing technique where little data or information is available. Preferably, a controlled prospective study would allow for a stricter data collection protocol and further research is warranted in this regard to increase our knowledge and understanding of this topic.
Figure 1: Angulation of mandibular third molars prior to coronectomy
Figure 2: Time of root retrieval post-coronectomy
Figure 3: Number and diagnoses indicating root retrieval for successfully and unsuccessfully performed coronectomies
Figure 4A: Time frame of diagnoses post-coronectomy: Successfully performed coronectomies
Figure 4B: Time frame of diagnoses post-coronectomy: Unsuccessfully performed coronectomies
Figure 5: Alternative diagnoses at time of assessment for root retrieval
Figure 6: Composite photomicrograph of longitudinally sectioned roots. Whole-mount depicted centrally. Insets are medium power views. Top left: necrotic pulp. Bottom left: chronically inflamed peri-radicular fibrous tissue. Right: uninflamed vital pulp.
Figure 7: Composite photomicrograph of transversely sectioned roots. Whole-mount depicted centrally. Insets are medium power views. Left: necrotic pulp. Right: uninflamed vital pulp.
Figure 8: Example of buried retained roots in the presence of an over-erupted opposing upper third molar
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Table 1: Histological status of successfully and unsuccessfully performed coronectomies
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Successfully performed coronectomy (n=81)</th>
<th>Unsuccessfully performed coronectomy (n=11)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vital &amp; uninflamed</td>
<td>61 (75.3%)</td>
<td>6 (54.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital &amp; pulpitis</td>
<td>2 (2.5%)</td>
<td>2 (18.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially vital (no peri-radicul inflammation)</td>
<td>13 (16%)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially vital (peri-radicul inflammation)</td>
<td>4 (5%)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non vital (no peri-radicul inflammation)</td>
<td>1 (1.2%)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non vital (peri-radicul inflammation)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 (27.3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Histological status of successfully and unsuccessfully performed coronectomies